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Abstract. The rules of classification of the group of N independent 01; 

servations into one of k norma.! populations are considered. In the case when. 
para~eters are not known, Baye& estimators of the discriminant scores are sug
gested. 
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1. Introd uct~on. In the star:dard classific.&tion problem one 
wishes to assign an individual to one ofk populations on the basis 
of & vector x of c:'bserved characteristics for that individual. 

Abusev and Lumelsky (1980, 1987) were taking into conside
ration the problem of classification not a single observation but the 
group Xo = {XOlo':' ,XON.} of No independent observat:or-s. Such 
problems arlse in a medical and technica.l diagnostic, in particular 
in epidemiology and quality control. . 

In this paper we construct the rules of classification of the 
group Xo = {XOh"" XONo} of No independent observations into 
one of k normal populations Np (J.l., E.), i = 1, ... , k. These rules 
are based on knowledge of the discriminants scores In [qdi(XO, Ao)], 
where fi(%o,Ao) is the density function of the joint distribution of 
the sufficient statistics 

I>: NoC> 

Zo =N;l ~zo;. 
j=l '~ 

No 

Ao =2:(XOj - %0)(.1:01 - %0)', 
j=l 
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and qi is the ptior probability that the classifying sample Xo was 
drawn~from .tbei-th population, i= 1, ... , k. 

This knowledge is usually unavailable. Recently the author 
(Krzysko, 1991) constructed the unique minimum variance unbi
ased estimators of the discriminant scores. 

In this paper we propose Bayes estimators of these functions. 
In addition, some properties of these estinlators are investigated. 

2. The classification rules. The. determinant of a matrix 
A is denoted by IAI, A> 0 means that A is a positive definite 
ms-trix: By X -NI' (I', E) we mean that X isa random vector with 
a p-dimensional normal distribution whose density is denoted by 

'1p(z II', E) = (2;)-! IEI';"~ exp {-~(z - J.l)'t- 1(z -Il)}, E > O. (1) 

By A - Wp(/I, E) we mean that .4 is a random p x p symmetric 
matrix having a Wishart distribution whose densityis denoted by 

wp(A I /I, E) =2- Zf r;1 (~)iEI-f ['1(04)] "-J- 1 

x exp{ - ~tr(AE-l)}, 

for /i ~ P and E > 0, where 

&=.U IT" 1 f p (t)=7I" r[t- 2U- 1)] 
. j=l 

is the multivariate gamma function. 

(2) 

(3) 

U ndel" condi tion that the sam pie Xo = {zot. ... , ZONo} was 
drawn from Np(}Ji,Ei) we have 

...10'" Wp(No - 1, E,), 

and the density function of the joint distribution of the sufficient 
statistics (zo, Ao) has the following form: 

.z. (1 ) ~ 1010y-' /i(zo,Ao) = (7I'-12-NoNo)~r;1 2(No -1) IE.I IAol 

y • .;p { - ~ [NoCzo - 1'.)'E;l(ZO -11.) + tr(AoE;l)]}, 
(4) 
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for No - p - 1 ~ 0, Ao :> 0, 1;. > 0 and i = 1, .•• , k; . 

The sample Xo. = {ZOl,' •.• ,.ZONo} is assigned to that population 
for whkh its di~crimina.ilt score (~ee, e.g., Rao, 1965, p.488) 

(5) 

is the highest, whereq. is the prior propability that the classifying 
sample Xo was drawn from the i-th population and the density 
!.(zo,Ao) is given by (4), i = 1, ... , k. 

Such a rule is shown t~. minimize the Bayes risk. 
Taking the natural logarithm of q;!i(ZO, Ao) and omitting the 

factor 
(r-12-No No)!r;l G(No _ 1»)IAo(o-;r-2

, 

common to all i, we see that the equivalent discriminant score (5) 
for the i-th population is 

involving the me,Ln Pi and the covariance matrix 2: of the i-th 
population, wherp 

I 

A2(-)' (- )'~-l(- ) Ui :Co = Zo - Pi Lli :Co - Pi , i = 1, ... ,k. (7) 

The function (6) is quadratic in Zo and may be called a quadratic 
discriminant score. 

The sample Xo is assigned to that population for which the 
qua~ratic discriminant score has the highest value. 

If the populations de;> not differ in the covariance matrices, 
then the sample Xo is assigned to that population for which its 
discriminant score 

(8) 

is the highest, where the density !i(ZO, Ao) is given by (4) with 
1;. == 1;, i = 1, ... , k. 
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Taking the natural logarithm of qdi(XO, Ao) and omitting the 
terms common to all i, we see that the equivalent discriminant score 
for the i-th population may be written 

( - ) lI.T ['~-1- 1 '~-1 ] I ei Xo = HO Pi'""' Xo - 2Pi '""' Pi + nq" (9) 

which is linear in Xo and may be called a linear discriminant score. 
We see that the classification rules are based on knowledge of 

the discriminant scores (6) or (9). 
Since this knowledge is usually unavailable it is necessary to 

estimate these functions. 

3. The estimators of the quadratic discriminant scores. 
We shall now treat the case-in which we have a sam·ple from each of 
k normal populations and we wish to use that information in clas
sifying another sample as coming from one of the k populations. 
Suppose that we have a sample Xn,Xi2"",XiN. from Np(pi,Ed, 

where Ni - P - 1 ~ 0, i = 1, ... , k. Clearly, our best estimate of 
Jl.i is Xi = J.. 2:f=1 Xij and of Ei is Si defined by Si = ~.1_1 Ai, where 
Ai = 2:f::::1 (Xij - Xi)(Xij - Xi)', i = 1, ... , k. 

We substitute these estimates for the parameters in (6) to ob
tain 

where· 

D2(- ) (- - )'S-1(- -) i Xo = Xo - Xi i Xo - Xi , i = 1, ... ,k. (11) 

It is easy to show that (10) is a consistent, but biased (asymp
totically unbiased) estimator of the quadratic discriminant sco
re (6). 

Recently the author (Krzysko, 1991) proved the following the
orem. 

Theorem 1. For Ni - P - 2 > 0, the unique minimum variance 
unbiased estimator of the quadratic discriminant score (6) wbicb 
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depends on the complete sufficient statistic (XiS.) is given by 

wbere Dl("Eo) is given by (11), i = 1, ... , k, and 

is the psi (digamma) function (see Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965, 
p.258). 

We shall now consider the Bayes estimator of the quadratic 
discriminant score given by the formula (6). 

For a given z the function Ui(Z) is a function of the unknown 
,parameters Ili, I:i, i = 1, ... , k. Until now the parameters Ili, Eo, 
i = 1, ... , k, were treated as fixed. In the Bayesian approach they 
will be treated a.i random variables which distributions reflect the 
subjective perso~al belief in the probable values. Assume that be~' 
fore any observation has been made on X our belief in the values 
of the parameters ~i = (1l;,E,l) is represented by the density of a 
prior distribution I{od, i = 1, ... ,k. 

Sometimes it is easier to use the improper prior densities 
(J l(6i) dOi = 00). Such distributions can be considered if only 

J l(odf(z 16.) do; < 00, 

i.e., the posterior distribution is defined. 
We will consider the priQr distribution that is worked out from 

the Jetfreys invariance rule (see Jeffreys, 1961, p.179). The rule 
assumes that th.~ pal(5tmetc!,s o. = (Il;,!:,l) are independent, :.e., 
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and that 

where .1(lli), .1(Ei1) are the information matrices for Ili and Ei1 

while ex is the sign of proportionality. 
The elements .1mn of the information matrix .1 are given by 

the formula 

m,n = 1, ... ,p. 

Assume that X,.., N(lli, E i ), i = 1, ... ,k. Then 

for some constant C. 
First suppose that Ei l is fixed. Then 

and 

( tP L· ) 
-E f)J.Lif)~~ = -E( - Ei1) = Ei1 = const, i = 1, ... ,k. 

Hence the information matrix is constant and the prior density of 
Ili is 

ll(lli) ex const. 

Now assume that J.Li is fixed. Writing Li in the form 

Li =.~ In IEi11- ~tr(z - J.Li)(Z -1l;),E,l + C 

and using the formulas (see for instance Press, 1972, p.41) 

d~ IXI = IXIX-1 

d 
-tr(A'X) = A 
dX 

for any nonsinguIar matrix X, 

for p x q matrix A and q x p matrix X . 
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we get 

and 

Bayes estimators 

{)2Li cc IEiIP+l 
{) (i) {) (i) 

O"mn 0"1:, 

i = 1, ... ,k. 

i = 1, ... ,k, 

Hence the prior density of the matrix E;l satisfies the condition 

i = 1, ... , k. 

Finally, if J!.i and E; are a priori independent, the prior density 
implied by the Jeffrys argument is 

i = 1, ... ,k. (13) 

If the quadrati6~ss function is used, then the Bayes estimator 
of the discrimina~:t score is the expected value of that function with 
respect to the jOtnt posterior distribution of the parameters which 
occur in it (see e.q. Ferguson, 1967, p.46). ' 

The random vector :V; has the normal distribution 
Np(J!.;,N.-lE.) and the matrix A; has the Wishart distribution 
Wp(Ni - 1, E;). Since X; and A; are independently distributed, then 
the density of the joint distribution of (x;, A;) is 

Nj-p-2 !:!i 
cc lAd 2 IE;ll 2 

X exp { - ~trE;l [Ai + N;(:Vi - J!.;)(:Vi - J!.i)']} 

which upon combining with the assumed joint prior density (13) 
yields 

( ) 
Nj-p-l 

9 J!.;, E;l I Xi, Ai cc IE;ll 2 

X exp { - ~trEil [Ai + N.(Xi - fJi )(7, -- J!.j)/] } 
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as the joint posterior density for P' and E;1, i = 1, ... , k. 
Hence, conditional on E;l, Pi '" Np(Xi,Ni-1Eil. Also, margi

nally E;l '" Wp(Ni - 1, (Ni - 1)-1S;1). Now, the evaluation of 
E[ulxo, Ao) 1 xo, Ao] may be most conveniently obtained by taking 
conditional and then unconditional expectations, viz., 

~[Ui(XO' Ao) I xo,Ao] = - ~o E~;'l{ EI'Ja;(xo) I E;l ,xo] -In IE;11 
+ ~/rAoE;llxo,Ao}+Inqi' i=l, ... ,k. 

This requires the evaluation of terms such as E(ln IBD where 
B '" Wp(v, 0). Enis and Geisser (1970) showed that 

PI':' ; 

E(ln IBI) = L'1,b["2(V + 1- j)] + In 1201. , , 
;:;;1 

Now, it is well known that if the p-vector X is distributed as 
Np(8,0) then Y = (X -ayO-1(X -a) is distributed as X2(,B,p) where 
,B = (6 - a)'O-1(6 - a) and X2(,B,p) denotes the random variable hav
ing the noncentral X2 distribution with p degrees of freedom and 
noncentrality parameter ,B. 

Moreover, EY = E[X2(,B,p)] = ,B + p. Also, it is easy to show 
that if B '" Wp(v,O) then for any nonnull vector of real consta.nts 

I _ ( ) Y _ a' Ba 2 _ 2(0 ) 11 E[ 'B ] _ In a - a1, ... , ap , - a'Oa ,.... Xv - X ,v. ence, a a - va ua. 
Since Ei l '" Wp[Ni - 1,(Ni - 1)-lSi1], we obtain 

E [ In 1 Ei 11] = In IS.-11 + t { 1,b [ ~ (Ni - j) 1 + In 2( Ni - 1) -1 }. 

. ;=1 
Further, Pi ..... Np(Xi' Ni-lE,) conditional on Eil, thus 

EI;;l{EJ1i[t.\;(xO) I E;l,XO] I xo,Ao} 

=: E'i:,il {Ni-1(,Bi + p) I xo, Ao} = (xo - X;)'Sil(XO - Xi) + pNi- l . 

Hence 

E[Ui(XO, Ao) I xo, Ao] 

= ~1)(xO' Ao) - 2-1 No {pNi- 1 - t 1,b[ !(Ni - i)l + pIn 2-1(Ni - I)} 
j=1 2 

d 3 )(- A) = u, :z:o, 0, 
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where ~1)(xO' Ao) is given by (10) . 
. This proves the following theorem. 

Theorem 2. If the density function of the joint prior distri
bution of the parameters (Pi,E;1) is a Jeffreys (1961) function of 
the form (13), then for Ni - P - 2> 0 

~3)(xo, Ao) =~1)(xO' Ao) - 2-1 No 
P 

x {pNt1 - E,p[~(Ni - j)] + plnTl(Ni -I)} (14) 
, i=1 

is the Bayes estimator of the quadratic discriminant score (6). 

REMARK 1. Since for large x the function ,p(x) is asymptotically 
equal to lnx + 0(1), it is clear that 

and ~3)(XO' Ao) is a consistent estimator of the quadratic discrimi
nant score (6). 

REMARK 2. If the sample sizes are equal, then the "classification 
of a given sampl~ Xo by the estimators (10), (12) and (14). gives 
the same result. 

4. The estimators of the linear discriminant scores. Let 
us assume that El = ... = E" = E. Then we define S by 

1 
S= N_kA, 

where 

" N = L Ni and N - k - p - 1 > O. 
i=1 

We substitute the estimators (Xi,S) for the parameters in (!l) to 
obtain ;:. 0 

i = ~, ... , k. (15) 
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It is easy to show that ~l)(xO) is a consistent but biased (asymp
totically unbiased) estimator of the linear discriminant score (9). 

Theorem 3. (Krzysko, 1991). For N - k - p - 1 > 0, the unique 
minimum variance unbiased estimator of the linear discriminant 
score (9) which depends on the complete sufficient statistic (Xit S) 
is given by 

~2)(_ ) _ No(N - k - p - 1) (=' -1- 1,.-; -1-) pNo 1 
e; Xo- N _ k xIS xO-2'x;S x; + 2N; + n q;, 

i = 1; ... ,k. (16) 

We shall now consider the Bayes estimator of the linear dis
criminant score; 

The linear discriminant score (9) is the function of the un
known parameters (1';, Y;-l), i = 1, ... , k. 

Suppose that the density function of the joint prior distribution 
of the parameters (1';, E-1) is Jeffreys (1961) function of the form 

1 Iz.±!. 1(1';, Y;- )alY; 2 , i = 1, ... , k. (17) 

The random vector Xi has the normal distribution Np(p;, Nt1Ei) 
and the matrix A has the Wishart distribution Wp(N - k, E). Since 
x; and A are independently distributed: then the density of the 
joint distribution of (x;, A) is 

( 1) 0:: IAI N-k;p-l 1'("1- N-;±1 f Xi, A \.1';, Y;- 4J 

X exp { - ~t7' [E"l (A + Ni(X; - p;)('~i - PiY)]} 

which upon combining with the assumed joint prior densitY'(17) 
yields 

as the joint posterior density for IIi and E-t, i = 1, ... , k. Hence, 
conditional on E-l,Pi '"" Np(Xi,Nj-1E). 
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Also, marginally 

r;-:-1 :..- Wp (N - k, (N - k)-lS-l). 

Now, the evaluation of E[e.(xo) I xo] may be most conveniently ob
tained by taJdng conditional and then unconditional expectations, 
viz., 

E[ei(Zo) I zo] = - ~o EE-l { EPi (xo - J.'Sr.:-1(zO - J.'i) I r;-1, xo] I xo} 

+ In qi, . i = 1, ... , k. 

By a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 2 we have 

E[ei(xo) I xo] = ~l)(xO) - ~~; = ~3)(xO), 

where ~l)(zO) is given by (15), i = 1, ... , k. 
This proves the following theorem. 

Theorem 4. If the density function of the joint prior distri
bution of the parameters (J.'i,r.:-1) is a Jeffreys (1961) function of 
tile form (17), thcf: for N - k - p - 1 > 0 

I . 

-;;{3)(- ) i N, (-IS- 1- 1-1S-1- P) + I e. Xo;::: 0 Xi Xo - '2 Xi Xi - 2N. n qi 
, . (18) . 

is the Bayes estimator of the linear di"criminant score (9). 

REMARK 3. It is easily seen that ~3)(xo) is a consistent estima
tor of the linear discriminant score (9) . 

. REMARK!. If the sample sizes are equal, then the classification 
of a given sample Xo by the estimators (15), (16) and (18) gives 
the 3 ,ne result. 
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